Regional differences in brain glucose content in graded hypoglycemia.
Graded hypoglycemia was induced with insulin in anesthetized and artificially ventilated rats. The brains were frozen in situ, and the regional glucose concentration was determined in different areas of the brain with the bioluminescent technique. In all nine brain structures analyzed, brain tissue glucose content assessed with the bioluminescent technique correlated closely with the plasma glucose levels; the tissue/plasma glucose concentration ratios approximating 0.3. There were, however, relatively marked regional differences. For example, whereas glucose concentrations in the neocortex, caudoputamen, hippocampus, and cerebellum were very low in rats having a plasma glucose concentration of less than 4 mumol/mL, higher glucose concentrations were present in these animals in the thalamus, hypothalamus, and brainstem. The lowest glucose content was found in the caudoputamen, which was depleted of glucose in animals with plasma levels below 3 mumol/mL. It is concluded that regional inhomogeneities in the glucose levels observed during hypoglycemia may, at least in part, explain differences in the vulnerability of different brain structures following reversible hypoglycemia.